
USER’S MANUAL



You have been addressed to the latest and most innovative operative technolo-
gy, the Acustica AQ3 Mastering Compressor Plugin, originally developed by the 
British Royal Navy, then turned over to a group of raw and rogue civilians 
with no military rank (but with an ample supply of rebellious and rancorous 
spirit) that were used to spending  most of their time drinking ale and play-
ing the lute.

This ominous military technology, which has been described as a cross-hybrid 
of part black magic, part extraterrestrial tech, and part weaponry engineer-
ing, was used with great success during the The Battle of Trafalgar (21 Octo-
ber 1805) and is now brought to you in software form. 

Originally there was an “electroluminescent optical attenuator” and a “dis-
crete voltage controlled amplifier”, which we tried to add to our seemingly 
magic box of war tactic secrets, but because of the size and weight, we were 
forced to go with software….luckily with zero loss of functionality. Inside 
this “box-o-docs” contained the answers to the victory of the battle, as well 
as the long sought after answers to mastering engineers  needing affordable 
yet TOP QUALITY tools. 

Compared to the original model, we added a big-bulky-knob called “Mix”, which 
is useful for the compression dosage; when set to 100%, both compression stages 
are mixed with the original signal. Instead, the preamp cannot be disabled or 
mixed, and it is placed at the start of the audio chain, like a real transform-
er. We also included a bypass switch, in order to limit harmonic distortion 
for a cleaner result.

AQUAMARINE 3 MASTERING COMPRESSOR



We improved the speed of the discrete section by reaching attack times close 
to zero, and we implemented appropriate gain staging. We also modified the 
shape of attack and release curves so as to minimize harmonic distortion and 
aliasing, keeping in mind that we are working on software (not in a hard-
ware context). On top of all this, we tried to keep the original times of rise 
and fall and the general attack/release curves shape, although in a smoother 
way. Sadly here we had to differentiate from the original model: keeping the 
correct shape and having a low aliasing is beyond the boundaries of computa-
tional physics, software is by definition a compromise.

It has to be stressed that our compressor must operate with an input signal 
of -18dB dBFS; otherwise the signal will be highly compressed and sometimes 
damaged even with minimum threshold values. This also occurs in the hardware 
world, in fact our first compression test results in a reduction of 70dB with 
a threshold values around -20dB. Unless you want an extreme compression and 
more importantly, if you want to use this software correctly, just keep this 
rule in mind.

AQ3 is based on Core8, the revolutionary upgraded multithreading technolo-
gy by Acustica.

It is an optimization of Core7 in terms of high performance and introduces 
new important features:

-FIR-IIR algorithmic sidechain
-predisposition for FIR-IIR clipper

-dynamic loading

core8



PREAMPLIFIER SECTION

OPTO SECTION

The first processing stage is the preamp section, switchable with the PRE 
switch. Possible preamps are:
    
. P-1: the same vintage preamp of PURPLE P-1, very clean.
 
. Bronze: the most colored setting.

. Silver: more colored than gold but quite clean.

. Gold: with low distortion and flat low frequency response.

The second stage is the Opto Compressor. This is an emulation of an optical 
attenuator. The controls for the Opto Compressor are Opto Threshold and Opto 
Gain.

Opto transfer curve



. Opto Threshold: controls level above which the compressor considers the 
signal too loud engaging compression, Aquamarine loads with a 0dB threshold.

. Opto Gain: controls the amount of makeup gain, which is used to restore the 
compressed signal to the desired amplitude.

. Opto: section is engaged by Opto Bypass In/Out switch.

. Opto ahead: this control is Program-dependent, it means that rather than 
responding to a fixed value, the attack time is variable based on the input 
signal. 

Look-ahead goes from 0 to 4 ms. 
The input signal is split, and one side is delayed. The non-delayed signal is 
used to drive the compression of the delayed signal, which then appears at the 
output. This way a smooth-sounding  slower attack rate can be used to catch 
transients.

Attack

Release (program dependent)



DISCRETE SECTION

The third stage is the Discrete Compressor, that emulates a VCA. The controls 
are similar to the optical section with some additional knobs: discrete ratio, 
discrete attack and discrete recover.

Discrete transfer curve



Discrete section: is engaged by Discrete Bypass In/Out switch.

. Discrete ratio: has six positions and determine the ratio of the compressed 
signal. The first position corresponds to a ratio of 1.2:1, so one additional 
decibel above the threshold produced. Available values are 1.2:1, 2:1, 3:1, 4:1,6:1 
and FLOOD with 20:1 ratio.

. Discrete attack: varies how fast or slow the compressor engages once the 
compression threshold has been reached.
All attack values respond to fixed values.

. Discrete SH-MOD: ShMod control is an adjustable shape control for the attack 
behavior of the Discrete compressor.

The Default position is 2, it’s the “normal” Aquamarine3 attack (0ms of look-
ahead). You can go down till 0 reaching up to 4ms of look-ahead. On the other 
side you can reach gradually position 4 to dramatically change the shape of 
the attack.



Attack curves plot: SHMOD=2

SHMOD=4



. Discrete recover: determines how long it takes the signal to return to the 
uncompressed level after the signal level falls below the set threshold. All 
recover settings respond to fixed values (single release) except for “DUAL” 
position (AUTO-RELEASE).

Release (single release ones)

Release (dual release, program dependent)



SIDECHAIN SWITCH

The side-chain filter engages a filter in the side-chain of both the opto and 
discrete sections, which cuts off frequencies below 90Hz that will not trigger 
the onset of compression.

METERS

Depending on the currently active program on METER TYPE switch, meters may 
vary their output information;

Opto Discrete led on: meters display the reduction levels of opto (left meter) 
and discrete (right meter) compressors;

Input-Output: meters display the input (left meter) and output (right meter) 
levels of the plug-in.



MIX

INPUT TRIM

OUTPUT KNOB

The MIX knob weighs the original signal percentage in the final mix. With 
0% the input signal is completely clean, while with 100% it�s completely pro-
cessed.

This knob sets the input level from -24dB to +24dB, and is used to control the 
signal level inside the compression chain; the output level is than automat-
ically compensated by the same amount of gain. At the first execution of the 
plug-in, input is set to ensure that you feed an appropriate level from the 
first stage of your signal path to the final one.

This knob sets the input level from -192dB to +6dB.





CONTENTS

1. System requirements and package contents

1.1. Sampling Process

The sampling process has been performed by Acustica. The unit was sampled 
with mastering quality converters, using a method which takes considerably 
more time than the normal sampling standard. This method improves the qual-
ity on the entire audio spectrum.
Native sample frequency was 96 kHz. The 44.1 kHz, 48 kHz, 88.2 kHz frequencies 
were derived from the native one by a down-sampling and up-sampling process.
This method avoids any negative sample rate conversion (SRC) artifacts when 
loading projects at different sample rates and gives faster project loading 
times as well.

(1) Intel i7 generation 6 or newer is recommended.
(2) 3840x2160 UHDTV is also supported.

1.2. Sampling Requirements

WINDOWS OSX

Operating 
System

CPU

RAM

HDD/SDD

Screen
Resolution

Audio Host

Minimum MinimumRecommended Recommended

Windows 7

Dual Core

1024 x 768
(XGA)

1024 x 768
(XGA)

4 GB

VST2/AAX
32 bits

VST/AU/AAX
32 bits

1000 MB

4 GB

Windows 10

Latest
multicore CPU (1) 

1920x1080
(HDTV) (2)

16 GB 
to 128 GB

16 GB 
to 128 GB

OSX 10.8

Dual Core

OSX 10.11

Latest
multicore CPU (1)

1000 MB 1000 MB 1000 MB

1920x1080
(HDTV) (2)

VST2/AAX
64 bits

VST/AU/AAX
64 bits



1.3. Sampling rate
- 44,1 kHz
- 96 kHz

2.1 Introduction

Acqua Effects plug-ins are released with an installer program for Windows 
and OSX. The installer contains plugin specific files and system files. Please
run OS X (1) or Windows (2) installer depending on your OS and your audio host 
plug-in supported formats. During the installation, use a true administrator
account or make your OS aknowledge that you have a user account with full 
administrator privilege.
If you don’t understand what we are talking about, please contact your system 
administrator for more information.

. In VST-AU OSX installer, Skin and Vector files are shared between AU and 
VST format and are installed in Acustica (VST 32 bits) folder.
. In AAX OSX installer, Skin and Vector files are not shared with other for-
mats and/or architectures due to a limitation of the AAX format. Co-instal-
lation of Pro Tools 10 (32 bits) and Pro Tools 11/12 (64 bits) it isn’t possible.
. In VST Windows installers, Skin and Vector files are not shared between VST 
32 bits and VST 64 bits.
. In AAX Windows installer, Skin and Vector files are not shared with other 
formats and/or architectures due a to limitation of the AAX format. Co-in-
stallation of Pro Tools 10 (32 bits) and Pro Tools 11/12 (64 bits) it isn’t possi-
ble.

2. Product installation



3.1 Introduction

Acustica Audio products use a protection based on a challenge-response au-
thentication system that needs two main steps: Computer Identification cre-
ation and Computer Identification on-line request. 
If your audio/video host refuse to create Acqua 

3.2. Computer Identification creation 

Run your audio/video host and create a new session (avoid templates). Your 
Acqua Effect plugin should be scanned, detected, and added into the available 
list of plug-ins. Load your Acqua Effect plug-in and you will see a message 
asking for authorization. A computer Identification file (AQUAMARINE.SER) 
will be created into your Acustica/Acustica64 or Components folder depending 
on which format you are using in your audio/video host application.
If your audio/video host refuses to create an Acqua Effect plug-in Computer 
Identification file, try it again running it as a true administrator with 
administrator privilege. If you don’t understand what we are talking about, 
please contact your system administrator for more information. 

3.4 Computer Identification file path in Windows

VST plug-in folder 32 bits: C:\VSTPlug-ins\Acustica\(not fixed path)
VST plug-in folder 64 bits: C:\VSTPlug-ins\Acustica64\(not fixed path)
AAX plug-in folder 32 bits: C:\Program Files (x86)\Common Files\Avid\Audio\Plug-Ins\ (fixed path)
AAX plug-in folder 64 bits: C:\Program Files\Common Files\Avid\Audio\Plug-Ins\ (fixed path)
File name: depends on the product or bundle. Extension: .SER.

3. Product authorization



If your audio/video host refuse to create Acqua Effect plug-in Computer 
Identification file, try it again running it as true administrator with ad-
ministrator privilege. If you don’t understand what we are talking about, 
please contact your system administrator for more information.

3.5 Computer Identification on-line request

Go to Acustica Audio website, Customer Area, Dashboard, Authorize Products. 
Browse to your Computer Identification file (AQUAMARINE.SER) and click Up-
load. Our Global Key Generator will create your authorization and within 
few minutes you will receive an email with your authorization attached. The 
Global Key Generator will also deposit a copy of your authorization into “My 
Licenses” section in your Dashboard as an on-line backup.

3.3 Computer Identification file path in OS X

- VST plug-in folder 32 bits: OSX HD/Library/Audio/Plug-ins/VST/Acustica (fixed path)
- VST plug-in folder 64 bits: OSX HD/Library/Audio/Plug-ins/VST/Acustica64 (fixed path)
- AU plug-in folder 32 and 64 bits: OSX HD/Library/Audio/Plug-ins/Components (fixed path)
- AAX plug-in folder 64 bits: OSX HD/Library/ApplicationSupport/Avid/Audio/Plug-ins/(fixed path)
- AAX plug-in folder 32 bits: OSX HD/Library/ApplicationSupport/Avid/Audio/Plug-ins/ (fixed path)



Browse to your computer ID file (AQUAMARINE.SER) created in Acustica/Acus-
tica64 folder(s), Components folder, AAX Plug-ins folder, depending which 
format are you using, and upload it in Acustica Audio website, Customer Area, 
Dashboard, Authorize Products.
Our Global Key Generator will create your personal key in three minutes and 
you will receive an email with your personal key and also GKG (Global Key 
Generator) will add a copy of your license into My Licenses section in your 
Dasboard as an on-line backup.
IMPORTANT: Try with different browsers if you have any trouble with com-
puter ID file upload.
NOTE: Do not try multiple uploads of your computer ID file (AQUAMARINE.SER) 
after each request, wait at least 3 minutes.

4. ONLINE AUTHORIZATION REQUEST



4.3 License file path in Windows

VST plug-in folder 32 bits: C:\VSTPlug-ins\Acustica\(not fixed path)
VST plug-in folder 64 bits: C:\VSTPlug-ins\Acustica64\(not fixed path)
AAX plug-in folder 32 bits: C:\Program Files (x86)\CommonFiles\Avid\Audio\Plug-Ins\ (fixed path)
AAX plug-in folder 64 bits: C:\Program Files\CommonFiles\Avid\Audio\Plug-Ins\(fixed path).

File name: depends on the product or bundle. 
Extension: .AUT.
Note: our Global Key Generator will also deposit a copy of both your Computer 
Identification and your license into “My Licenses” section in your Dashboard
as an on-line backup.

4.4 Installations paths

4.4.1 OS X paths:

VST plug-in folder 32 bits: OSX HD/Library/Audio/Plug-ins/VST/Acustica (fixed path)
VST plug-in folder 64 bits: OSX HD/Library/Audio/Plug-ins/VST/Acustica64 (fixed path)
AU plug-in folder 32 bits: OSX HD/Library/Audio/Plug-ins/Components (fixed path)
AU plug-in folder 64 bits: OSX HD/Library/Audio/Plug-ins/Components (fixed path)
AAX plug-in folder 32 bits: OSX HD/Library/Application Support/Avid/Audio/Plug-ins (fixed path)
AAX plug-in folder 64 bits: OSX HD/Library/Application Support/Avid/Audio/Plug-ins (fixed path)

4.1 License installation

After creating your license file, our Global Key Generator will send you a 
message to your registered email address with your license file compressed in
zip format as an attachment. Decompress your license file and move it to the 
corresponding path, depending on the format you use. The product will be un-
locked after you move the license file to the correct folder. 

4.2 License file path in OS X

VST plug-in folder 32 bits: OSX HD/Library/Audio/Plug-ins/VST/Acustica (fixed path)
VST plug-in folder 64 bits: OSX HD/Library/Audio/Plug-ins/VST/Acustica64 (fixed path)
AU plug-in folder 32 and 64 bits: OSX HD/Library/Audio/Plug-ins/Components (fixed path)
AAX plug-in folder 64 bits: OSX HD/Library/Application Support/Avid/Audio/Plug-ins/ (fixed path)
AAX plug-in folder 32 bits: OSX HD/Library/Application Support/Avid/Audio/Plug-ins/(fixed path)



4.4.2 Windows paths:

VST plug-in folder 32 bits: C:\VSTPlug-ins\Acustica\(recommended path)
VST plug-in folder 64 bits: C:\VSTPlug-ins\Acustica64\(recommended path)
AAX plug-in folder 32 bits: C:\Program Files (x86)\Common Files\Avid\Audio\Plug-Ins\ (fixed path)
AAX plug-in folder 64 bits: C:\Program Files\Common Files\Avid\Audio\Plug-Ins\ (fixed path)

Also recommended:
- Do not resume downloads.
- Disable any anti-virus and/or any anti-malware.
- Disable OSX Gatekeeper.
- Disable Windows Smart Screen.
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